
Eighth Note Syncopation
Syncopation is the emphasis of the week beat.  Without any subdivision, beats 2 and 4 are the weak beats.    
When there is an eighth note subdivision, all of the +’s are the weak beats.  The following rhythm is 
the only syncopated rhythm using the notes that have been covered so far.   

Level 3a- Novice
Eighth note syncopation, dotted quarter value, and eighth note pickups 

Eighth note pickup

Dotted quarter note/rest

V = 1/2n + n 
V = 1/2(1) + 1 
V = 1/2 + 1 
V = 1 1/2  

A pickup note doesn’t always come in on a strong beat.  When a pickup comes in on a weak beat, it is 
called an eighth note pickup or an upbeat.      

+ 1 + 2   + 3 + 4
+ 1

+ 2 + 3 + 4 +

An effective way to think about syncopated eighth note rhythms is to figure out how many eighth note subdivisions each note/rest has.  An 
eighth note has one eight note subdivision and a quarter note has two eight note subdivisions.  The eighth note on beat 1 only gets one eighth 
note subdivision (1).  The Quarter note that follows it gets two eighth note subdivisions (+ 2).  The final eighth note gets one eighth note 
subdivision (+).   

1 + 2 +

dotted quarter value

A dotted quarter note/rest follows the same rule for dots as a dotted half note/rest.  The original value of 
a quarter note/ rest is one beat.  Half of one is one half. One plus a half is one and a half.  A dotted 
quarter value is one and a half and receives three eighth note subdivisions .  

1 + 2 1 + 2

8th Sight Rhythm C

8th Sight Rhythm C

Dotted Quarter Note Dotted Quarter Rest

Upbeat
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